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Summary 
Candy commanders is a fantasy, turn based card game set in a world of candy. The world 

is run by two great candy factories who decide to go to war against each other to wipe out 

the other factory. Players assume the role of a candy commander whose responsibility is 

to destroy his enemy’s factory and take over candy world. The candy factories can create 

an army of candy soldiers. The factory also has the capability of providing a wide range 

of powers to affect the battle field or improve its soldiers’ abilities. As a commander in 

control of the factory it is a player’s role to defend it against attacks and wipe out the 

enemy’s factory to become the only candy factory left to rule the world. Players must 

manage the factory’s resources efficiently and use careful planning to dominate the 

battlefield. The game is meant to offer a different take on how power can corrupt even a 

world of candy. 

Goals 

Overall Goal 
Players must use strategy and planning to efficiently use and manage resources. With 

power cards that can turn the tides of battle and soldiers willing to damage the enemy, a 

player must reduce the opponent factory’s health to zero exposing the opposing 

commander to deliver the final blow. 

Moment – to – Moment Goals 

Players must properly position their soldiers to ensure that the factory is protected, and

soldiers are ready to attack enemy soldier’s or the enemy factory.

Mana should be charged with careful planning depending on the power cards available in

a player’s hand.

Players must primarily protect their factory to ensure victory.

A combination of positioning, attacking, defending and using the power cards

strategically is required to survive in battle and ensure victory
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Once a factory is destroyed the game does not end till a final blow is delivered on the

commander(player) whose factory was destroyed.

Killing opponent soldiers at each turn is also vital to creating a path to victory

Genre 
Fantasy

Turn Based Card Game

Strategy

1v1

PvP

Camera/POV 
First person – Players will play in first person view as the candy commander

Top View – The camera will focus on the battlefield from a top view showing both

factories, the battlefield and surrounding environment

Core Gameplay 

Turn Start

Charge 
Mana 

Summon/
Position 
Soldiers

Attack/Use 
Power Card

End Turn

Wait/Defend

Core Gameplay Loop 
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Player Actions
At the start of the turn player must decide to add one mana into either the flavor, sugar or

wafer resource of the factory.

Player can then summon soldiers by using available mana into the neutral zone

Soldiers in the battlefield can now be moved between zones depending on its position

Players can attack with soldiers in the attack zone and choose to spend mana to use the

power cards in their hands

Players can then choose to discard a card from their hand into the deck and draw the next

card

If there are less than three cards in a player’s hand due to using the power cards, the

player must draw from the deck till three cards have filled the hand

Player ends the turn

A player must then wait for his opponent to finish his turn, in this time a player can

defend his factory with soldiers in his defense zone if the opponent attacks the factory.

Once opponent ends his turn the player’s turn starts, and same actions are repeated

The game ends when either the player lands the finishing blow on the opposing

commander or opponent lands a finishing blow on the player

Control Scheme 
Mouse Control – Point Click

Tobii Eye Tracker – Using the eye tracker mouse control feature to allow players to

control the mouse with their eyes

Additional Info 
New players will be made to go through a tutorial of the game before being able to access

the main menu screen

Players can access the tutorial at any time from the options menu

Players must follow the order of actions assigned in a turn

Players can choose to omit performing an action if they desire to do so
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Ideal/Target Audience
Players between the ages of 16 – 22

Players who would like to play a turn-based strategy card games with a theme other than

magic and mythical creatures

Players who do not have time to go into building decks and trading cards but are looking

for a fulfilling strategy card game experience

Rating 

ESRB – T

Content is suitable for ages 13 and up

There is mild themes violence, minimal blood and mild crude humor in terms of

gameplay

Game will not have any strong language

Fantasy based mild violence and suggestive themes

Comparable Products 
Duel Masters

Has similar elements in terms of charging mana and mana replenishing each turn

A similar win game scenario of dealing a finishing blow on an opponent

On average it takes around the same time for each match

Yu Gi Oh

Has similar demographics and certain elements of gameplay

Has a concept of defense and attack modes for cards like the positioning system of

candy commander

Hearth Stone

Similar target age range

Similar type of camera view and battlefield layout

Follows a comparable concept of lowering opponent structure’s health to win
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Skill vs Chance
The game will not have deck building and players will have access to the same types

of cards requiring the player to use pure skill to win a match

Cards that come into the players hand at the start of the game and every time a card is

drawn from the deck will however be determined by chance

This mechanic offers a balance between skill and chance allowing the player to stay

engaged in the game while still employing skill to progress

Flow State 

The beginning of a match takes place at a more relaxed pace allowing a player to

start accumulating resources and come up with strategy

The player will be in constant control of the outcomes of a turn and the ability to

use the soldiers, mana and power card however he/she decides to under the rules

of the game

As a match progresses and mana is almost readily available, the game becomes a

battle of efficient use of soldiers, power cards and survival keeping a player

aroused

These mechanics of offering a relaxed pace, with control and arousal in terms of

gameplay will keep players in a flow state

The games matchmaking will also find matches for a player against an opponent

of similar or higher level to ensure players are constantly being challenged in

terms of skill and to prevent boredom over time

There will be no match time and players can find matches whenever they feel like

it, preventing a state of anxiety

Players will also increase in level and experience every match they play giving a

sense of progression

These features will seek to keep a long-term player also in a constant state of flow
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Rules
 This is a P v P game where the player assumes the role of the candy commander. 

Player Actions 

1. At the start of a turn a player must first decide to add one mana to either the flavor, sugar

or wafer resources mana pool.

2. Dependent on available mana a player may choose to summon a soldier into the neutral

zone of the battle field. Summoning a Lt. Candy requires 1 flavor mana, Colonel

Marshmallow requires 2 sugar and Major Biscuit requires 2 wafer mana.

3. Soldiers already in the battlefield can now be moved depending on their position. A

soldier in neutral can move to attack or defense, a soldier in attack can move to neutral

and a soldier in defense can move to neutral.

4. Players can then use the soldiers in the attack zone to target enemy soldiers or the

opponent factory

Power cards can also be used simultaneously depending on availability of mana

5. At the end of a turn, if the player has used one or more power cards, power cards will be

drawn from the top of the deck till three cards are available in a player’s hand.

6. Player may then choose to discard one card from his hand, shuffle it into the deck and

draw another card from the top of the deck

7. The turn ends, and the player waits for the opponent to complete the same order of

actions

8. While waiting if the opponent decides to attack the player’s factory the player may

choose to defend the factory with any soldiers available in the defense zone

Constraints

Players will follow the actions in the order stated

Players cannot target soldiers in the neutral zone with an attacking soldier or a power

card unless it is a switch position card

Soldiers in the defense zone cannot attack

It takes one turn to move between positions

Soldiers or power cards of one mana type cannot be summoned using another mana

type
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Summoned soldiers will be put in neutral zone upon summoning into the battle zone

Only one mana can be added each turn

Soldiers do not require a power card to be summoned and can be summoned solely

based on mana cost

A soldier that has just moved into the attack position will not be allowed to attack till

the start of the next turn

If a player targets a factory and is defended by a soldier, a trample effect will take

place where if the attacking soldier’s damage is greater than the defending soldier’s

health, the carry over damage will be done to the factory. For example, if a Colonel

Marshmallow with damage 3 is chosen to attack the factory but is defended by a Lt.

Candy with 1 health, the carry over i.e. 2 damage is done to the factory directly

No more than 3 cards can be in a player’s hand per turn

Defending against attacks on a factory is optional and can be omitted

There can be a maximum of 5 soldiers in a player’s battlefield at a time.

The game does not end once a factory’s health is diminished, a finishing blow or

attack of any damage must be dealt to the opponent directly

Once a player’s factory is destroyed he/she can no longer generate any more mana

and must utilize the mana already available to try and survive to win the battle

Goals 

Utilize strategy to reduce a factory’s health to zero and deliver a finishing blow to the

opponent

Players must defend their factory

Players can kill opponent soldier and utilize power cards to dominate the battle field

Additional Rules

The finishing blow can be of any damage and can be done by any soldier in the attack

position and not by a power card ability

There is no deck building, both players will have essentially the same deck, but the

cards coming into hand will be determined by chance.

Trample effect only takes place when the factory is targeted and is being defended.

There is no time limit for a battle, the battle ends when one commander wins
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User Interface 
Front End

Game will start by showing the unity personal edition splash screen followed by the

studio splash screen

The game will offer a create account screen to allow a player to have a username to

make it easier for match making

Existing users can login and play the game

There will be two ways for matchmaking, the player can either enter a user name of

someone they want to play with or choose from a list of friends and players can also

choose to find a random match online

Main menu screen will also allow access to options and credits

Options screen will allow anytime access to the tutorial

Players can also adjust sound and access the settings panel which will allow them to

adjust graphics detail, enable/disable eye tracker, and select language

Front End Vertical Flow Chart 
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Splash Screen

Create Account
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Sign In

(kisspng.com, 2018) 

Main Menu
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Options 

Sound 
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Settings 

Match Finding
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Invite Player 

Pause Menu

Since the game only allows for online play, it will not allow for the gameplay to be

paused. But, a pause menu will be available to access settings, sound or force quit the

match.

Menu will be accessible during a match using the mouse or eye tracker
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Pause Menu Vertical Flowchart 

Pause Screen 
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Pause Screen Sound

Pause Screen Settings
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In Game Menus 

In game menus will be used to guide a player through the actions per turn and make

the gameplay flow more fluid

The menus will also enable for ease of play using the eye tracker

In game menus will pop up in order of actions that take place in a single turn

These menu screens will pop up in the player’s right-hand corner of the screen to

allow complete view of the battle field while making decisions

Each menu screen will also have an arrow indicating that the player also has the

option to skip the action

The use power card and/or attack/position actions in a turn will not require a menu

screen and can be executed simply using the mouse/eye tracker

HUD will display factory health, the mana types and available mana

Health of soldiers will be displayed under the soldier in the battle field

Zones in the battle field will be indicated using color and icons indicating the zones

In Game Menu Flow Chart
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Charge Mana

Hud Elements
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Summon Soldier

Discard Card
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Enemy Turn

Object Breakdown

Object Name: Lt. Candy

Object Role: Soldier that can be summoned

Overview*:  Health – 1, Damage – 2, Mana cost – 1 Flavor Mana

Backstory – Always on a sugar rush Lt. Candy will take any excuse to go into 

battle guns blazing. He is produced at the flavor section of the factory as a 

byproduct of all the sugar that goes into making candies 

Concept Art
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States & Attributes:

State Attribute

Neutral Attack = 0, Health = 1 

Defense Attack = 0, Health = 1 

Attack Attack = 2, Health = 1 

Attacked Health = Health - Damage

Killed Health = 0, Destroy object

Visual Assets:  2 guns, military hat, angry look, candy shaped body

Effects:  Describe any visual effects specific to the object’s states and attributes.

Attack – Guns Firing

Sounds:

Attacking – Pistol Fire

Mood Board
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Object Name: Colonel Marshmallow

Object Role: Soldier that can be summoned

Overview*: Health – 3, Damage – 2, Mana cost – 2 Sugar Mana

Backstory – Fluffy on the outside deadly on the inside, Colonel Marshmallow has 

been through countless battles and has seen it all. His experience makes him 

deadly with a rifle and his looks can be very deceptive, but if you cross his path 

on the battlefield you’re in for a fight 

Concept Art

States & Attributes:

State Attribute

Neutral Attack = 0, Health = 1 

Defense Attack = 0, Health = 1 

Attack Attack = 2, Health = 3 

Attacked Health = Health - Damage

Killed Health = 0, Destroy object 

Visual Assets:  Pink Assault Rifle, Big Eyes, Lit Cigar, Camo Military Hat, Marshmallow

body
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Effects:  Describe any visual effects specific to the object’s states and attributes.

Attacking – Assault Rifle fire

Sounds:

Attacking- Assault rifle shots

Mood Board

Object Name: Major Biscuit

Object Role: Soldier that can be summoned

Overview*: Health – 5, Damage – 1, Mana cost – 2 Sugar Mana

Backstory – A hardened soldier. It is said that the rejected biscuits produced by 

the factory are further hardened like a rock, given a sawed-off shotgun and 

marched into battle ready to take as much pain as possible. Having survived 

countless battles, the Major drowns himself in Choco liqueur to suppress all the 

memories of war

Concept Art

States & Attributes:
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State Attribute

Neutral Attack = 0, Health = 1 

Defense Attack = 0, Health = 1

Attack Attack = 1, Health = 5 

Attacked Health = Health - Damage

Killed Health = 0, Destroy object

Visual Assets:  Biscuit Body, sawed off shotgun, liqueur bottle, moustache, big eyes, brown

pupils, military hat

Effects:  Describe any visual effects specific to the object’s states and attributes.

Attacking – Shotgun fire

Sounds:

Attacking – Shotgun Firing

Mood Board

Object Name: Factory 

Object Role: Structure to protect and main source of mana

Overview*: Health – 10

Backstory – The factory was once a peaceful place, with chocolate fountains and 

cotton candy. But, as the demand for candy grew with the increasing population 

of candy world the factory took on a more mechanical look and its powers were 

used for battle to destroy other factories. It is however capable of producing 

countless number of candies and soldiers as long as it has the resources to do so. 

Concept Art
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States & Attributes:

State Attribute 

Idle Health = 10 

Attacked Health = Current Health - Damage

Mana Charged Mana Type + 1

Destroyed Health = 0, Mana = 0 

Visual Assets:  Factory, Smoke

Effects:  Describe any visual effects specific to the object’s states and attributes.

Destroyed – Explosion and factory crumbling

Sounds

Destroyed – Explosion

Mood Board

Object Name: Power Card

Object Role: Similar to spell cards and used strategically to help in battle

Overview*: These cards are the manifestation of the various powers that the factory grants

its commander. These cards in the hands of the right commander can turn the tides of battle.
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Concept Art

States & Attributes:

State Attribute

Idle No mana used

Cast Mana used = mana cost 

Used Destroy object

Visual Assets:  Card, Descriptive Picture

Types Description Mana Cost Quantity

Biscuit Coating Increase a soldier’s health by 2 till 

start of next turn.  

1 Wafer 2 

All for one All mana is of the same type this 

turn 

1 Wafer 2 

Wafer armor Choose a soldier to be immune to 

damage for 2 turns 

2 Wafer 2 

Biscuit Sandwich One opponent soldier of your 

choice is prevented from attacking 

for 2 turns 

3 Wafer 2 

Mana Cost and Type 
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Protect to biscuit Shift all soldiers to defense position 

with +2 health till start of next turn

4 Wafer 2

Sugar Rush Increase a soldier’s damage by 1 till 

start of next turn

1 Flavor 2

Flavor Revival Revive a destroyed power card 

from

1 Flavor 2

Sweet and sour Permanently switch health between 

an opponent soldier and yours  

2 Flavor 2

Candy Commission Trade an opponent’s major or 

colonel for a Lt. 

3 Flavor 2

Flavor Hypnosis Opponent cannot attack next turn 4 Flavor 2 

Candy Switch Switch any two opponent soldier’s 

positions 

1 Sugar 2 

Two for one Summon a colonel marshmallow 1 Sugar 2 

Insulin Time Shift an opponent’s soldier into 

neutral

2 Sugar 2 

Sugar Poisoning Destroy an opponent soldier 2 Sugar 2 

Sweet Tooth Permanently increase a soldier’s 

damage by 3

4 Sugar 2 

Choco Flood Destroy all opponent’s defense 
zone soldiers 

3 Sugar, 3 
Wafer, 3 
Flavor

1 

Tasteosterone Destroy all opponent’s attack zone 
soldiers 

3 Sugar, 3 
Wafer, 3 
Flavor 

1

Liquorice extract Steal 3 HP directly from opponent’s 
factory

3 Sugar, 3 
Wafer, 3 
Flavor 

1 

Friend from Foe Choose an opponent soldier to 
attack every other opponent soldier 
in the attack or defense zone

3 Sugar, 3 
Wafer, 3 
Flavor 

1 

Effects:  Describe any visual effects specific to the object’s states and attributes.

Cast – Card becomes bigger and enters the battle field

Used – Card forms sparks and disappear

Sounds: Idle – Card Shuffle
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Object Name: Battle Zone 

Object Role: Location on which the battle takes place

Overview*: The valley that divides the two greatest factories of candy world has become the

graveyard of countless soldiers. What was once a fertile land with cotton candy and lollipops

growing as far as the eye can see is now littered with rotten candy corpses.

States & Attributes:

State Attribute

Neutral Zone Soldiers cannot be targeted

Attack Zone Soldiers can attack the opponent side

Defense zone Soldiers can defend their factory

Visual Assets:  Color coded zone differentiation

Mood Board

Systems 
Feedback 

Players will be able to tell if they are progressing or regressing in a match through mostly

visual feedback
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Player’s progression or regression in a match is mostly in relation to the health of the

factories which will be displayed visually

As the factory’s health goes closer to zero it will be highlighted to alert the player that it is

close to zero

The system will work in a way that every time the player’s factory or opponent’s factory

takes damage, the factory health display will highlight itself once. The moment any factory’s

health goes below 5, the display will stay highlighted and if the health goes down to 2 or

below the highlights will start blinking

Other visual feedback indicating progression is in relation to the mana available for each

player which will be displayed at different points on the factory with a size large enough for

players to always be able to view how much mana they have. Players will know that the more

mana they have the more the game has progressed

Visual feedback for when a player gets attacks will work by showing the visual effects of a

soldier’s gun firing at the player’s soldiers or factory

Players should also be able to understand if it is their turn or the opponent’s as it will be

displayed as a HUD element

Less important yet necessary visual feedback such as soldiers taking damage will also be

visible on the body of the soldier

Colonel Marshmallow after damage concept art
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Major Biscuit after damage concept art

Lt. Candy will not be required to have a damage visual as he would mostly be destroyed after

a single attack due to health being 1

Other visual cues in terms of power cards will involve power cards that have enough mana to

be used will be highlighted during a player’s turn

Auditory feedback associated to when a factory is destroyed will be an explosion followed by

the factory being turned to rubble and the charge mana dialogue box will stop appearing in

the player’s turn after

If player takes the opponent factory’s health to zero, the visual feedback works in the same

manner with an explosion and the opponent’s factory being turned to rubble

Other auditory feedback will be in the form of gunshots indicating that a player is dealing

damage or taking damage

Camera 

Players will have a 2D top view of the battlefield in first person form. A player will

technically be viewing the battle as the candy commander and the factory will be on the

bottom side of the player’s screen

The view will always stay the same and players will have no control over the camera

Camera View Concept Art
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Images of similar games

GWENT
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Hearthstone 

Since player will have all necessary information available in a single camera view there will

be no necessity to offer the player camera control

Power cards

Power cards are crucial to making the game more engaging both strategically and visually

Mana and power cards will work as one system.

The use of power cards will rely on the specific mana count required for the power card

When mana is available the power cards in a player’s hand will be highlighted indicating it is

ready for use

Once a power card is used the dedicated mana for the power card will be removed from the

specific mana pool i.e. flavor, wafer or sugar till the start of the next turn

At every turn mana used will be replenished and ready to use again

At the start of every turn player can increase 1 mana in a mana pool of his choice depending

on strategy

There will be only three power cards available to use in hand every turn
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Power cards will be drawn only when there are lesser than three cards in the hand

Discarding a power card at the end of the turn should cause it to return to the deck and the

deck is reshuffled

Matchmaking

This system is critical for ensuring a player is challenged, progressing in the game and

options to find a match

Matches will use a peer to peer process where each match will be abstracted into a series of

turns and a set of command messages processed each turn that will direct the evolution of the

game state

Matches will begin with a common initial state

Finding a random match will pair players who are either of equal level or a difference of 2

levels higher or lower

This will ensure a player is always being challenges at their skill level and allows players to

remain in a flow state

Matchmaking will not use a lobby system and will directly connect two players when ready

Players also will have the option of connecting to a specific user by specifying a username

Leveling

The system for leveling up will work on experience points gained for matches played

A player will start at level 1 with 0 experience points

For each match won the player will be given 200 experience points

For each match lost the player will be given 100 experience points

Levels will be increased for every 1000 points earned meaning a player who wins 5 matches

will level up and a player who lose matches will take longer to level up

Leveling system will be linked to matchmaking to ensure players find matches with players

who are equally skilled

Environment Breakdown 
World Analysis 

Candy world was once a world filled with color if one looked at it from space

But as the population of candy world grew larger the demand for candy outgrew the

world’s sustainability
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Factories grew in size and number, focusing on power instead of protecting the planet

Candy world no longer looked as colorful as it once did, smoke and ash fill the air and

the inhabitants of candy world don’t seem to care

The flora and fauna of the world are different types of candy like the lollipop tress and

cotton candy sheep

The people of this world are all candy that came to life and evolved into intelligent

candyforms

The game takes place in a time where the major factories of the world have become so

powerful that they decide that there can only be one candy factory left to rule

Factories grew from their old candy house architecture into huge monolithic power

houses capable of forming soldiers and granting varied powers to its commanders

Mood Board of the world 

Story 
There will be no story mode, players will simply experience matches

The overarching story however is provided to improve design

Candy World is not the happy place it sounds to be, it is stricken with war and corruption

Candy soldiers are sacrificed in the millions to achieve win battles for the candy factory

The candy factories of candy world are at war to determine which factory will be left to

rule the entire candy world
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Commanders will stop at nothing to win battles and the factories provide numerous

resources to help a commander to do so

The matches take place at t time where the last two remining factories battle at candy

valley

Candy valley was once a beautiful place colorful and sweet, but is not riddled with the

rotten corpses of candy soldiers

The inhabitants of candy world are powerless as they rely on the factory for jobs and food

With nothing in their way, the candy commanders begin the final battle

This final battle is the match that the players play in

Walkthrough
This walk-through will focus on a player’s first time play-through experience and 

will showcase the tutorial, creating an account and finding a match

Dev Splash screen
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Studio splash screen

Create account page
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User creates an account

Account verified
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Login Screen

User Logs in with new account
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Tutorial starts

Showing the battlefield and basic UI
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Player made to select a flavor mana

Flavor mana highlighted 

Player summons a Lt. Candy
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Player ends the first turn

Enemy charges mana

Your turn again
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Move soldier to attack

Lt. Candy moved to attack 
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Teach player to discard

Card to discard is highlighted

End of turn 2
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Enemy summons a Colonel Marshmallow

Colonel marshmallow appears in opponent’s neutral zone

Your turn again, charge mana
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 Summon another Lt. Candy

Another Lt. Candy appears in the neutral zone

 Attacking opponent factory

Lt. Candy does 1 damage to opponent factory reducing it to 9 
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Opponent’s turn, charges mana and moves colonel to attack

Player’s turn again, move Lt. Candy to defense
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Player casts a power card

Player uses 3 flavor mana to cast a power card that switches opponent Colonel to Lt.
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Player made to attack and kill opponent Lt. Candy

Enemy Lt. Candy gets destroyed 

Fast Forwarding the game to teach the final goal
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Match displayed in a more advanced state as enemy’s turn and player has to defend

Player’s turn starts, and player is ready to destroy enemy factory

Enemy factory gets destroyed and final blow is dealt, tutorial ends 
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Player is introduced to the main menu

Player chooses to go to options
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Player decides to view settings and turns graphics to low

Player comes back to main menu and chooses to view credits

After credits player goes to match making
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Player decides to invite a friend

Player enters user name and clicks send invite 
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User found, match starts


